X MBANK
(Merchant Banking Software)

Providing Cutting Edge Solutions to financial industries
Cygnus Innovation’s X MBANK (Merchant Banking Software) solution is an Merchant Banking Back
office application which enables the management team to establish and retrieve all the information
related to portfolios, funds, clients, accounts, and trades. It also provides historical transactions and
detailed reports of each portfolio. This state of the art data delivery application provides a wide range of
asset information including Interactive Dynamic Charts (historical, comparative, analytical and
interactive), Statistical Reports, Portfolio, Asset Allocation, and much more. Designed from the ground
up working with 4 leading merchant banking firms, this application generates and provides financial
statements, assists investing a merchant bank’s assets, mapping out its investment strategy and
managing day-to-day securities trading.
Merchant Banking Software not only supports trade and fund management but also utilizes a multilevel security scheme. The Accounting part of the system also facilitates automatic transaction with
EOD/EOM/EOY processing time that reduces the customer’s work load. The system features a user
friendly interface, a convenient analytics subsystem, a transaction history subsystem and an easy-to
understand terminology.

Merchant Banking Software Features
Portfolio Management/Issue
Mgmt

Product/ Commission Management

Trade/Stock/Omnibus Mgmt

Payment/Transaction Management

Accounting and Reporting

Web based Interface and Customer features

Security Management

Branch and Agent Functionality

Cygnus Innovation Ltd. specializes in development of complex software systems designed for asset
management companies, brokerages, exchanges and other financial activities, focused on real-time
trading. By offering the most advanced IT solutions, we support full business cycle: preliminary
consulting, system development and deployment, quality assurance and 24x7 support. Cygnus is
the premier software solutions provider in the Financial Market space.
The Company’s diversity of technical expertise, its agile responsiveness to custom corporate
requirements, and its proven commitment to superior delivery technologies have established us as a
frontrunner in the financial market data industry. Our aim is to deliver a versatile platform to
Enterprises for managing all kinds of merchant banking trades and transactions. This product does
what none of the competition is able to do and it is easy to use and cost effective. We believe that you
will be delightfully surprised to see some of our latest innovations in both concept and design and will
be happy to see how X MBANK can expand your businesses. It a must for companies looking to be in
the digital cutting edge of industry and service. Remember X MBANK is a complete solution that will
allow you to:
Provide Customer’s Cutting Edge Service
Increase Productivity & Reduce Operating Costs
Fully
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